PHOTOGRAPHS OF ADJACENT PROPERTIES AND PROJECT SITE

511 CURTIS ST,
NEIGHBOR ONE HOUSE TO THE LEFT / NORTH OF PROJECT

513 CURTIS ST,
NEIGHBOR TWO HOUSES TO THE LEFT / NORTH OF PROJECT

515 CURTIS ST,
NEIGHBOR ONE HOUSE TO THE LEFT / NORTH OF PROJECT

517 CURTIS ST,
PROJECT SITE

519 CURTIS ST,
NEIGHBOR THREE HOUSES TO THE RIGHT / SOUTH OF PROJECT

521 CURTIS ST,
NEIGHBOR TWO HOUSES TO THE RIGHT / SOUTH OF PROJECT

523 CURTIS ST,
NEIGHBOR THREE HOUSES TO THE RIGHT / SOUTH OF PROJECT

CURTIS STREET
LOOKING NORTH AT PROJECT SITE

PHOTOGRAPHS OF ADJACENT PROPERTIES AT PROPERTY LINE - VIEW FROM PROJECT SITE / BACKYARD

SURVEY BY LICENSED SURVEYOR, ANDREAS DEAK

515 CURTIS ST,
NORTH NEIGHBOR (NORTH OF FENCE)
AREA OF ADU ADDITION IN BACKYARD

519 CURTIS ST,
SOUTH NEIGHBOR (SOUTH OF FENCE)

519 NEILSON ST,
EAST NEIGHBOR (EAST OF FENCE)
AREA OF ADU ADDITION IN BACKYARD

554 NEILSON ST,
EAST NEIGHBOR (EAST OF FENCE)
AREA OF ADU ADDITION IN BACKYARD
PROPOSED EXTERIOR ELEVATION - EAST
PROPOSED ADU ADDITION WITH BACK OF HOUSE IN BACKGROUND (VIEW FROM EAST PROPERTY LINE)

PROPOSED EXTERIOR ELEVATION - EAST
PROPOSED BACK OF ADU ADDITION AND UTILITY ENCLOSURE
PROPOSED TRANSVERSE/LONGITUDINAL BUILDING SECTION THROUGH MASTER BATH AND CLOSET (NORTH-SOUTH)
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

PROPOSED TRANSVERSE SECTION THROUGH UTILITY ENCLOSURE (WEST-EAST)
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

PROPOSED TRANSVERSE BUILDING SECTION THROUGH LIVING / DINING (NORTH-SOUTH)
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

PROPOSED TRANSVERSE BUILDING SECTION THROUGH BEDROOM (WEST-EAST)
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"